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SWISSPORT PAY TALKS 2023 – BALLOT RESULTSSWISSPORT PAY TALKS 2023 – BALLOT RESULTS

Dear GMB Union Members,Dear GMB Union Members,

We would like to thank all members who took part in the democratic process and had your say on Pay inWe would like to thank all members who took part in the democratic process and had your say on Pay in
Swissport.Swissport.

The result of the national all-member ballot was that, of those members who voted:The result of the national all-member ballot was that, of those members who voted:

ACCEPT - 61 %ACCEPT - 61 %

REJECT - 39 %REJECT - 39 %

(We understand that your colleagues who are members of the Unite union also accepted the offer, by a(We understand that your colleagues who are members of the Unite union also accepted the offer, by a
larger margin than our members.)larger margin than our members.)

Therefore, GMB members have accepted the offer and we will advise the company to proceed withTherefore, GMB members have accepted the offer and we will advise the company to proceed with
implementing this in the new payroll cycle.implementing this in the new payroll cycle.

Clearly, the result was very close and there were many members who were not in favour of the offer. TheClearly, the result was very close and there were many members who were not in favour of the offer. The
views of those of you who voted to reject the offer are extremely important and we will now be visiting allviews of those of you who voted to reject the offer are extremely important and we will now be visiting all

SwissportSwissport
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the stations over the coming months to have conversations with members about pay and conditionsthe stations over the coming months to have conversations with members about pay and conditions
and hear from you direct on what campaigns we need to run together to make work better in Swissport.and hear from you direct on what campaigns we need to run together to make work better in Swissport.

We have several stations with no elected workplace reps. Are you someone who has a strong sense ofWe have several stations with no elected workplace reps. Are you someone who has a strong sense of
fairness and justice? Do you find that colleagues often confide in you with work issues? Are you thefairness and justice? Do you find that colleagues often confide in you with work issues? Are you the
person who speaks up at work when things aren't right? Do you enjoy helping others and making sureperson who speaks up at work when things aren't right? Do you enjoy helping others and making sure
everyone is looked after well in your team? Would you like to be more involved within Swissport, so youreveryone is looked after well in your team? Would you like to be more involved within Swissport, so your
team has a stronger voice? If you answered yes to these questions or if you know someone who would,team has a stronger voice? If you answered yes to these questions or if you know someone who would,
please get in touch and stand to be a rep.please get in touch and stand to be a rep.

In solidarity,In solidarity,

Nathan Keightley, GMB Swissport NNC ChairNathan Keightley, GMB Swissport NNC Chair
Matt Roberts, GMB National OfficerMatt Roberts, GMB National Officer

GMB SWISSPORT PAY TALKS UPDATE AND OFFERGMB SWISSPORT PAY TALKS UPDATE AND OFFER ++

Posted on: Posted on: 21 December 202221 December 2022

Dear GMB Union Members,Dear GMB Union Members,

Further to last week's update, we would like to advise members that shortly afterwards an opportunityFurther to last week's update, we would like to advise members that shortly afterwards an opportunity
opened up for your reps and the management to bring forward the third pay talks meeting (that wasopened up for your reps and the management to bring forward the third pay talks meeting (that was
planned for the first week in January) to this week, in an effort to wrap up negotiations before Christmas.planned for the first week in January) to this week, in an effort to wrap up negotiations before Christmas.
As we mentioned in our last update, both your reps and the company are keen to move forwards on pay.As we mentioned in our last update, both your reps and the company are keen to move forwards on pay.
It is abundantly clear that pay rates needed to be improved to help our members in the cost-of-livingIt is abundantly clear that pay rates needed to be improved to help our members in the cost-of-living
crisis, and there is a recruitment and retention problem for the company.crisis, and there is a recruitment and retention problem for the company.

After debate and discussion in which the company steadily improved their position, your reps didAfter debate and discussion in which the company steadily improved their position, your reps did
manage, as hoped, to reach an improved offer from the management which we feel is now appropriatemanage, as hoped, to reach an improved offer from the management which we feel is now appropriate
to put forward to a ballot. to put forward to a ballot. Overall, your GMB Swissport NNC (National Negotiating Committee) haveOverall, your GMB Swissport NNC (National Negotiating Committee) have
decided to recommend that you consider voting to accept the offer outlined below.decided to recommend that you consider voting to accept the offer outlined below. That said, your NNC That said, your NNC
also noted some disappointment that a permanent increase to your holiday entitlement, which was partalso noted some disappointment that a permanent increase to your holiday entitlement, which was part
of our pay claim, was not agreed to be included at this time.of our pay claim, was not agreed to be included at this time.

At the conclusion of the talks, the company's final offer is:At the conclusion of the talks, the company's final offer is:

Pay increase of 10%Pay increase of 10% on all base rates and default pay rates. on all base rates and default pay rates.■■
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Your reps wanted to get this offer out to members as soon as possible for your early awareness andYour reps wanted to get this offer out to members as soon as possible for your early awareness and
consideration. We will now arrange for a ballot to take place so you can have your say on pay.consideration. We will now arrange for a ballot to take place so you can have your say on pay.

Thank you for your support of this process and please continue to speak to your local reps about payThank you for your support of this process and please continue to speak to your local reps about pay
and conditions. If you are interested in becoming a rep, please get in touch.and conditions. If you are interested in becoming a rep, please get in touch.

In solidarity,In solidarity,

Nathan Keightley, GMB Swissport NNC ChairNathan Keightley, GMB Swissport NNC Chair

Matt Roberts, GMB National OfficerMatt Roberts, GMB National Officer

SWISSPORT PAY TALKS UPDATESWISSPORT PAY TALKS UPDATE ++

Posted on: Posted on: 16 December 202216 December 2022

Increase of 10% on all core legacy allowances including PPS's, MBA's, VLA's and FLA's.Increase of 10% on all core legacy allowances including PPS's, MBA's, VLA's and FLA's.■■

Increase in the standard company overtime rate from 1.25 (time and a quarter) to 1.33Increase in the standard company overtime rate from 1.25 (time and a quarter) to 1.33
(time and a third) - any local rates higher than this will remain at the higher rate.(time and a third) - any local rates higher than this will remain at the higher rate.

■■

Weighting allowances to remain at current locations at current rates until at least theWeighting allowances to remain at current locations at current rates until at least the
next pay anniversary date (January 2024).next pay anniversary date (January 2024).

■■

New weighting allowances for Ground Handling to be introduced to Newcastle, Glasgow,New weighting allowances for Ground Handling to be introduced to Newcastle, Glasgow,
Belfast City, Luton and Heathrow.Belfast City, Luton and Heathrow.

■■

Increase in weighting allowances for Belfast International Cargo, Stansted Cargo, andIncrease in weighting allowances for Belfast International Cargo, Stansted Cargo, and
Manchester Ground Handling.Manchester Ground Handling.

■■

The company will guarantee 28 days' notice on planned rotas from 16The company will guarantee 28 days' notice on planned rotas from 16  January 2023 to January 2023 to
assist in members' work-life balance.assist in members' work-life balance.

■■ thth

The company will guarantee a response to holiday request within 7 days of making theThe company will guarantee a response to holiday request within 7 days of making the
request from 30request from 30  January 2023 to assist in work-life balance. January 2023 to assist in work-life balance.

■■

thth

It is confirmed as part of the pay offer that the forthcoming bank holiday for the King'sIt is confirmed as part of the pay offer that the forthcoming bank holiday for the King's
Coronation in 2023 will be honoured by the company.Coronation in 2023 will be honoured by the company.

■■
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Dear GMB Union Members,Dear GMB Union Members,

This week, your GMB Negotiating Team met with Swissport management for a second Pay Talks meeting.This week, your GMB Negotiating Team met with Swissport management for a second Pay Talks meeting.

During the meeting, your reps can report that some progress has now been made towards meeting theDuring the meeting, your reps can report that some progress has now been made towards meeting the
aspirations stated in our GMB Swissport Pay Claim. However, we are not yet at an appropriate level ofaspirations stated in our GMB Swissport Pay Claim. However, we are not yet at an appropriate level of
pay offer that we would require from the company in this current cost-of-living crisis.pay offer that we would require from the company in this current cost-of-living crisis.

Your reps will be meeting next week, without the employer present, to discuss our continuing efforts toYour reps will be meeting next week, without the employer present, to discuss our continuing efforts to
negotiate the best possible offer for members, so please do continue to speak to your reps over the nextnegotiate the best possible offer for members, so please do continue to speak to your reps over the next
few days to give your ongoing feedback on pay and conditions. We should all encourage any colleaguesfew days to give your ongoing feedback on pay and conditions. We should all encourage any colleagues
who are not yet members to join the GMB Union because together we are stronger and only memberswho are not yet members to join the GMB Union because together we are stronger and only members
will have a say on pay.will have a say on pay.

We have arranged to meet again with the management in the first week of January. Both ourselves andWe have arranged to meet again with the management in the first week of January. Both ourselves and
the management have agreed to try to conclude the negotiations as soon as possible in January so wethe management have agreed to try to conclude the negotiations as soon as possible in January so we
can put an offer on the table for you to vote on. Your Negotiating Team will provide further updates ascan put an offer on the table for you to vote on. Your Negotiating Team will provide further updates as
soon as possible.soon as possible.

Thank you for your support, and if you would be interested in becoming a rep yourself, please get inThank you for your support, and if you would be interested in becoming a rep yourself, please get in
touch.touch.

In solidarity,In solidarity,

Nathan KeightleyNathan Keightley

Swissport NNC Chair / GMB Rep at East Midlands AirportSwissport NNC Chair / GMB Rep at East Midlands Airport

Matt RobertsMatt Roberts

GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer

GMB 2021 PAY BALLOT RESULTSGMB 2021 PAY BALLOT RESULTS

Noticeboard Bulletin - 23-12-2021Noticeboard Bulletin - 23-12-2021 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 23 December 202123 December 2021
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Dear Colleague,Dear Colleague,

Following the recent pay ballot held of GMB members in Swissport on the Company’s final pay offer, I canFollowing the recent pay ballot held of GMB members in Swissport on the Company’s final pay offer, I can
confirm that the results were as follows:confirm that the results were as follows:

% of Votes to Accept - 91%% of Votes to Accept - 91%

% of Votes to Reject - 9%% of Votes to Reject - 9%

The Company’s offer has therefore been accepted.The Company’s offer has therefore been accepted.

We have informed the company of the result and have also been informed that Unite have alsoWe have informed the company of the result and have also been informed that Unite have also
accepted the deal. As a result, the company will now be processing the pay increase and back pay to beaccepted the deal. As a result, the company will now be processing the pay increase and back pay to be
paid in January.paid in January.

Thank you to all the Reps and Regional Officers who helped in the ballot and to all GMB members for yourThank you to all the Reps and Regional Officers who helped in the ballot and to all GMB members for your
support and patience during these negotiations.support and patience during these negotiations.

I would also like to take this opportunity to wish you all a happy and safe Christmas and New Year!I would also like to take this opportunity to wish you all a happy and safe Christmas and New Year!

Yours in solidarity.Yours in solidarity.

ANDY PRENDERGASTANDY PRENDERGAST

NATIONAL SECRETARYNATIONAL SECRETARY

Noticeboard Bulletin - 26-05-2021Noticeboard Bulletin - 26-05-2021 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 26 May 202126 May 2021

Dear GMB member,Dear GMB member,

Please see below for a copy of an email I have sent to Liam Mcelroy, Head of Western Europe forPlease see below for a copy of an email I have sent to Liam Mcelroy, Head of Western Europe for
Swissport.Swissport.

The establishment of Rostering and Scheduling Committees is a key element of the agreement weThe establishment of Rostering and Scheduling Committees is a key element of the agreement we
reached with Swissport last year to protect jobs. Without these committees the GMB is deeply concernedreached with Swissport last year to protect jobs. Without these committees the GMB is deeply concerned
that members will not be rostered fairly.that members will not be rostered fairly.
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The GMB reached agreement with Swissport in good faith, to protect jobs and the business in anThe GMB reached agreement with Swissport in good faith, to protect jobs and the business in an
extremely challenging time for the industry. However, all principles of the agreement must be adhered toextremely challenging time for the industry. However, all principles of the agreement must be adhered to
for fairness - this includes, of course, the establishment of rostering and scheduling committees.for fairness - this includes, of course, the establishment of rostering and scheduling committees.

If you do not have a GMB rep at your station and you would like to get more active and help us fight toIf you do not have a GMB rep at your station and you would like to get more active and help us fight to
get these committees set up locally then please get in touch with me directly atget these committees set up locally then please get in touch with me directly at
nadine.houghton@gmb.org.uknadine.houghton@gmb.org.uk

Kind regardsKind regards

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer

Email sent to Liam McelroyEmail sent to Liam Mcelroy

Dear Liam,Dear Liam,

I hope this email finds you well.I hope this email finds you well.

As you will be aware, as part of our mitigation agreement, Swissport agreed to establishing Rostering and SchedulingAs you will be aware, as part of our mitigation agreement, Swissport agreed to establishing Rostering and Scheduling
Committees to allow our reps and members to have input into rostering arrangements, to ensure accountability andCommittees to allow our reps and members to have input into rostering arrangements, to ensure accountability and
prevent misinterpretation or exploitation of any of the measures agreed to save jobs and support the business.prevent misinterpretation or exploitation of any of the measures agreed to save jobs and support the business.

As you can appreciate, with more of our members now returning to work, this has become a key issue for ourAs you can appreciate, with more of our members now returning to work, this has become a key issue for our
members.members.

I was disappointed to hear from my reps that not one RSC has been established. You will know, of course, that youI was disappointed to hear from my reps that not one RSC has been established. You will know, of course, that you
gave the trade unions your word on this issue, and it was a key component of the agreement.gave the trade unions your word on this issue, and it was a key component of the agreement.

I will ask my reps to keep pushing this at a local level but I'm also really hoping you can raise this with your stationI will ask my reps to keep pushing this at a local level but I'm also really hoping you can raise this with your station
managers to help get the ball rolling.managers to help get the ball rolling.

Kind regards,Kind regards,

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

Noticeboard Bulletin - 11-05-2021Noticeboard Bulletin - 11-05-2021 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 11 May 202111 May 2021
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Dear GMB member,Dear GMB member,

You may now be aware that Swissport are seeking volunteers for redundancy. They have informed theYou may now be aware that Swissport are seeking volunteers for redundancy. They have informed the
GMB they are aiming to make a C. 150-180 full time equivalent reduction in staffing numbers and hope toGMB they are aiming to make a C. 150-180 full time equivalent reduction in staffing numbers and hope to
do this by voluntary means. The GMB appreciates this announcement is causing anxiety and uncertaintydo this by voluntary means. The GMB appreciates this announcement is causing anxiety and uncertainty
for many of our members who may now be concerned about further compulsory redundancies if the VRfor many of our members who may now be concerned about further compulsory redundancies if the VR
figures are not achieved.figures are not achieved.

The continuing uncertainty caused by the government's approach to re - opening international travelThe continuing uncertainty caused by the government's approach to re - opening international travel
means that flight schedules remain erratic and much lower than had been hoped. The limited list ofmeans that flight schedules remain erratic and much lower than had been hoped. The limited list of
'Green Countries' and the continuing changes to travel guidance mean the aviation industry remains in'Green Countries' and the continuing changes to travel guidance mean the aviation industry remains in
a precarious position.a precarious position.

As you would expect, the GMB have asked for an enhanced package for those requesting VR, we haveAs you would expect, the GMB have asked for an enhanced package for those requesting VR, we have
not had a formal response to this but hope that an agreement can be reached.not had a formal response to this but hope that an agreement can be reached.

It is entirely your decision as to whether you volunteer and even if you do, the company do not have toIt is entirely your decision as to whether you volunteer and even if you do, the company do not have to
accept your request. However, we hope and will be making representations to the company that, even ifaccept your request. However, we hope and will be making representations to the company that, even if
you are volunteering from an area where reductions are not required, that your request is stronglyyou are volunteering from an area where reductions are not required, that your request is strongly
considered if it means preventing CR's in other areas - for example, if you work in Cargo where noconsidered if it means preventing CR's in other areas - for example, if you work in Cargo where no
reductions are needed but someone from passenger services who might otherwise be made redundantreductions are needed but someone from passenger services who might otherwise be made redundant
could be trained to take the Cargo position.could be trained to take the Cargo position.

As always, if you have any questions, please contact your local rep or regional office.As always, if you have any questions, please contact your local rep or regional office.

Stay safe,Stay safe,

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficeGMB National Office

Noticeboard Bulletin - 13-11-2020Noticeboard Bulletin - 13-11-2020 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 13 November 202013 November 2020

Dear GMB member,Dear GMB member,

You may now be aware that Swissport are seeking volunteers for redundancy. They have informed theYou may now be aware that Swissport are seeking volunteers for redundancy. They have informed the
GMB they are aiming to make a C. 150-180 full time equivalent reduction in staffing numbers and hope toGMB they are aiming to make a C. 150-180 full time equivalent reduction in staffing numbers and hope to
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do this by voluntary means. The GMB appreciates this announcement is causing anxiety and uncertaintydo this by voluntary means. The GMB appreciates this announcement is causing anxiety and uncertainty
for many of our members who may now be concerned about further compulsory redundancies if the VRfor many of our members who may now be concerned about further compulsory redundancies if the VR
figures are not achieved.figures are not achieved.

The continuing uncertainty caused by the government's approach to re - opening international travelThe continuing uncertainty caused by the government's approach to re - opening international travel
means that flight schedules remain erratic and much lower than had been hoped. The limited list ofmeans that flight schedules remain erratic and much lower than had been hoped. The limited list of
'Green Countries' and the continuing changes to travel guidance mean the aviation industry remains in'Green Countries' and the continuing changes to travel guidance mean the aviation industry remains in
a precarious position.a precarious position.

As you would expect, the GMB have asked for an enhanced package for those requesting VR, we haveAs you would expect, the GMB have asked for an enhanced package for those requesting VR, we have
not had a formal response to this but hope that an agreement can be reached.not had a formal response to this but hope that an agreement can be reached.

It is entirely your decision as to whether you volunteer and even if you do, the company do not have toIt is entirely your decision as to whether you volunteer and even if you do, the company do not have to
accept your request. However, we hope and will be making representations to the company that, even ifaccept your request. However, we hope and will be making representations to the company that, even if
you are volunteering from an area where reductions are not required, that your request is stronglyyou are volunteering from an area where reductions are not required, that your request is strongly
considered if it means preventing CR's in other areas - for example, if you work in Cargo where noconsidered if it means preventing CR's in other areas - for example, if you work in Cargo where no
reductions are needed but someone from passenger services who might otherwise be made redundantreductions are needed but someone from passenger services who might otherwise be made redundant
could be trained to take the Cargo position.could be trained to take the Cargo position.

As always, if you have any questions, please contact your local rep or regional office.As always, if you have any questions, please contact your local rep or regional office.

Stay safe,Stay safe,

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficeGMB National Office

Noticeboard Bulletin - 06-11-2020Noticeboard Bulletin - 06-11-2020 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 6 November 20206 November 2020

Dear GMB member,Dear GMB member,

You may now be aware that Swissport are seeking volunteers for redundancy. They have informed theYou may now be aware that Swissport are seeking volunteers for redundancy. They have informed the
GMB they are aiming to make a C. 150-180 full time equivalent reduction in staffing numbers and hope toGMB they are aiming to make a C. 150-180 full time equivalent reduction in staffing numbers and hope to
do this by voluntary means. The GMB appreciates this announcement is causing anxiety and uncertaintydo this by voluntary means. The GMB appreciates this announcement is causing anxiety and uncertainty
for many of our members who may now be concerned about further compulsory redundancies if the VRfor many of our members who may now be concerned about further compulsory redundancies if the VR
figures are not achieved.figures are not achieved.
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The continuing uncertainty caused by the government's approach to re - opening international travelThe continuing uncertainty caused by the government's approach to re - opening international travel
means that flight schedules remain erratic and much lower than had been hoped. The limited list ofmeans that flight schedules remain erratic and much lower than had been hoped. The limited list of
'Green Countries' and the continuing changes to travel guidance mean the aviation industry remains in'Green Countries' and the continuing changes to travel guidance mean the aviation industry remains in
a precarious position.a precarious position.

As you would expect, the GMB have asked for an enhanced package for those requesting VR, we haveAs you would expect, the GMB have asked for an enhanced package for those requesting VR, we have
not had a formal response to this but hope that an agreement can be reached.not had a formal response to this but hope that an agreement can be reached.

It is entirely your decision as to whether you volunteer and even if you do, the company do not have toIt is entirely your decision as to whether you volunteer and even if you do, the company do not have to
accept your request. However, we hope and will be making representations to the company that, even ifaccept your request. However, we hope and will be making representations to the company that, even if
you are volunteering from an area where reductions are not required, that your request is stronglyyou are volunteering from an area where reductions are not required, that your request is strongly
considered if it means preventing CR's in other areas - for example, if you work in Cargo where noconsidered if it means preventing CR's in other areas - for example, if you work in Cargo where no
reductions are needed but someone from passenger services who might otherwise be made redundantreductions are needed but someone from passenger services who might otherwise be made redundant
could be trained to take the Cargo position.could be trained to take the Cargo position.

As always, if you have any questions, please contact your local rep or regional office.As always, if you have any questions, please contact your local rep or regional office.

Stay safe,Stay safe,

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficeGMB National Office

Noticeboard Bulletin - 03-11-2020Noticeboard Bulletin - 03-11-2020 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 3 November 20203 November 2020

Dear GMB member,Dear GMB member,

The furlough extension is a welcome relief for many of you, but for those of you whose redundancy noticeThe furlough extension is a welcome relief for many of you, but for those of you whose redundancy notice
started on the 31st October, the news was bittersweet.started on the 31st October, the news was bittersweet.

The GMB has today agreed to an extension of the furlough agreement we reached with the companyThe GMB has today agreed to an extension of the furlough agreement we reached with the company
back in April, allowing Swissport to take advantage of the furlough extension. But what does this mean forback in April, allowing Swissport to take advantage of the furlough extension. But what does this mean for
those of you who left by way of compulsory redundancy on the 31st October?those of you who left by way of compulsory redundancy on the 31st October?

We have asked Swissport to extend the employment of those staff leaving by redundancy to allow themWe have asked Swissport to extend the employment of those staff leaving by redundancy to allow them
to be furloughed. This would be cost neutral to Swissport but would offer a lifeline to those of you facingto be furloughed. This would be cost neutral to Swissport but would offer a lifeline to those of you facing
unemployment. We have written to Swissport to urge them to consider this and we await their reply.unemployment. We have written to Swissport to urge them to consider this and we await their reply.
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The outlook for the aviation industry is still bleak and the GMB is still demanding targeted support for theThe outlook for the aviation industry is still bleak and the GMB is still demanding targeted support for the
sector; that's why, this month, we are meeting with the new Aviation and Maritime Minister, Robert Courtssector; that's why, this month, we are meeting with the new Aviation and Maritime Minister, Robert Courts
MP, to make the case on your behalf.MP, to make the case on your behalf.

Prior to the announcement of the furlough extension the GMB had reached an agreement with SwissportPrior to the announcement of the furlough extension the GMB had reached an agreement with Swissport
regarding the Job Support Scheme, the scheme that was intended to replace furlough. The JSS has nowregarding the Job Support Scheme, the scheme that was intended to replace furlough. The JSS has now
been superseded by the furlough scheme, but when furlough ends, we expect the agreement regardingbeen superseded by the furlough scheme, but when furlough ends, we expect the agreement regarding
JSS to kick in. Although - as with all these things - the government may decide on something completelyJSS to kick in. Although - as with all these things - the government may decide on something completely
different by the time we get there!different by the time we get there!

We will of course keep you updated and will keep pushing Swissport to use the furlough scheme insteadWe will of course keep you updated and will keep pushing Swissport to use the furlough scheme instead
of pressing ahead with mass redundancies.of pressing ahead with mass redundancies.

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer

Noticeboard Bulletin - 23-10-2020Noticeboard Bulletin - 23-10-2020 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 23 October 202023 October 2020

Dear GMB member,Dear GMB member,

The Chancellor's announcement yesterday, that the flexible furlough scheme will be extended, has givenThe Chancellor's announcement yesterday, that the flexible furlough scheme will be extended, has given
some hope to many workers like yourselves. Sadly, for many, the news comes too late, but we do notsome hope to many workers like yourselves. Sadly, for many, the news comes too late, but we do not
believe this needs to be the case for Swissport employees.believe this needs to be the case for Swissport employees.

The end of the furlough scheme means many of you are due to be made redundant from the 31stThe end of the furlough scheme means many of you are due to be made redundant from the 31st
October, although we know that Swissport have not yet issued redundancy notices to those leaving.October, although we know that Swissport have not yet issued redundancy notices to those leaving.

We have asked Swissport to do all they can to use the Chancellor's scheme to save jobs now - bothWe have asked Swissport to do all they can to use the Chancellor's scheme to save jobs now - both
those jobs currently at risk and any potential future redundancies. They have committed to updating usthose jobs currently at risk and any potential future redundancies. They have committed to updating us
on this at the beginning of next week.on this at the beginning of next week.

We signed a national agreement in August to mitigate C.837 job losses, Swissport have informed us thatWe signed a national agreement in August to mitigate C.837 job losses, Swissport have informed us that
this figure is now C.720. However, the feedback we are getting from local stations is that the figure is inthis figure is now C.720. However, the feedback we are getting from local stations is that the figure is in
fact much lower. GMB members agreed to the mitigation measures to save jobs; if those jobs are notfact much lower. GMB members agreed to the mitigation measures to save jobs; if those jobs are not
being saved many will rightly be asking why we reached agreement in the first place.being saved many will rightly be asking why we reached agreement in the first place.
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If the cost of the mitigation measures outweighs the jobs saved, we will unfortunately, consider walkingIf the cost of the mitigation measures outweighs the jobs saved, we will unfortunately, consider walking
away from the national agreement. We do not want to do this. We entered into agreement in good faith.away from the national agreement. We do not want to do this. We entered into agreement in good faith.
We believed it was the best way to save as many jobs as possible, but as the amount of jobs savedWe believed it was the best way to save as many jobs as possible, but as the amount of jobs saved
decreases, the sacrifices no longer seem worthwhile.decreases, the sacrifices no longer seem worthwhile.

GMB members have paid a heavy price; they have faced lay - off's, they have used their Annual LeaveGMB members have paid a heavy price; they have faced lay - off's, they have used their Annual Leave
entitlement to continue accessing Furlough and they are facing redundancy. Now Swissport must do allentitlement to continue accessing Furlough and they are facing redundancy. Now Swissport must do all
it can to access the extended furlough scheme to save as many jobs as possible.it can to access the extended furlough scheme to save as many jobs as possible.

We will keep you updated on any progress in these discussions.We will keep you updated on any progress in these discussions.

Stay safe!Stay safe!

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer

Noticeboard Bulletin - 09-10-2020Noticeboard Bulletin - 09-10-2020 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 9 October 20209 October 2020

Your GMB representatives will soon be meeting with station managers to begin consultation on how theYour GMB representatives will soon be meeting with station managers to begin consultation on how the
mitigation measures, negotiated nationally in August, will be applied at each station. This includes a 20%mitigation measures, negotiated nationally in August, will be applied at each station. This includes a 20%
reduction in hours, cross utilisation of certain roles and an agreement around rostering and Scheduling.reduction in hours, cross utilisation of certain roles and an agreement around rostering and Scheduling.

The outcome of these talks is that a certain number of roles will be saved, however we will not be able toThe outcome of these talks is that a certain number of roles will be saved, however we will not be able to
save every job.save every job.

Sadly, the government have been woefully lacking in providing sector specific support to the aviationSadly, the government have been woefully lacking in providing sector specific support to the aviation
industry, the Furlough scheme has sustained many of our jobs but the replacement, Job Supportindustry, the Furlough scheme has sustained many of our jobs but the replacement, Job Support
Scheme, does not give the support employers need to keep workers on.Scheme, does not give the support employers need to keep workers on.

This means that the mass redundancies we have been consulting on will come into effect as of the 31stThis means that the mass redundancies we have been consulting on will come into effect as of the 31st
October.October.

We continue to press government for an aviation specific bail out and are calling for a joint trade unionWe continue to press government for an aviation specific bail out and are calling for a joint trade union
meeting with the new Aviation Minister as soon as possible as well as a meeting with the Shadowmeeting with the new Aviation Minister as soon as possible as well as a meeting with the Shadow
Treasury team to talk them through the pit falls of the new Job Support Scheme and why it isn't fit forTreasury team to talk them through the pit falls of the new Job Support Scheme and why it isn't fit for
purpose for aviation employers.purpose for aviation employers.
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Your local reps will keep you updated on the outcome of local talks once they have concluded.Your local reps will keep you updated on the outcome of local talks once they have concluded.

Take care and stay safe.Take care and stay safe.

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer

NATIONAL BALLOT RESULTS AND FURLOUGH SCHEMENATIONAL BALLOT RESULTS AND FURLOUGH SCHEME ++

Posted on: Posted on: 1 September 20201 September 2020

Dear GMB member,Dear GMB member,

Thank you to those of you that took part in the recent national ballot concerning temporary mitigationThank you to those of you that took part in the recent national ballot concerning temporary mitigation
measures to save jobs.measures to save jobs.

The national ballot outcome was 58% in favour of acceptance and 42% against.The national ballot outcome was 58% in favour of acceptance and 42% against.

Swissport have now also confirmed they will be extending their use of the Furlough Scheme and will beSwissport have now also confirmed they will be extending their use of the Furlough Scheme and will be
allocating accrued annual leave entitlement to 'top up' the employer contributions that employers areallocating accrued annual leave entitlement to 'top up' the employer contributions that employers are
now required to maketo continue accessing the scheme. This means that you will continue to receivenow required to maketo continue accessing the scheme. This means that you will continue to receive
80% of your pay up until the end of October but you will also be required to use up some of your annual80% of your pay up until the end of October but you will also be required to use up some of your annual
leave entitlement to continue to receive this. We are awaiting details from Swissport concerning howleave entitlement to continue to receive this. We are awaiting details from Swissport concerning how
much annual leave entitlement a full-time equivalent worker is expected to make.much annual leave entitlement a full-time equivalent worker is expected to make.

The time brought through continuing furlough is now essential to allow local discussions to take placeThe time brought through continuing furlough is now essential to allow local discussions to take place
meaningfully. It buys your representativesand local managers’valuable extra time; we hope this time willmeaningfully. It buys your representativesand local managers’valuable extra time; we hope this time will
be used wisely. We now expect the mitigation measures agreed nationally to be used as a basis for localbe used wisely. We now expect the mitigation measures agreed nationally to be used as a basis for local
negotiations.negotiations.

Following all of this we now await the revised job cut figures; this should include a reduced amount ofFollowing all of this we now await the revised job cut figures; this should include a reduced amount of
compulsory redundancies once the voluntary redundancies have been announced and the mitigationcompulsory redundancies once the voluntary redundancies have been announced and the mitigation
measures have been considered. We expect these numbers to change following local negotiations andmeasures have been considered. We expect these numbers to change following local negotiations and
dependent on what mitigation measures specifically are agreed at each location.dependent on what mitigation measures specifically are agreed at each location.

Your local representatives and officers are best placed to keep you updated on the outcome of the localYour local representatives and officers are best placed to keep you updated on the outcome of the local
talks they will be having with your managers.talks they will be having with your managers.
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Thank you for your continued support through this difficult time. I hope that the furlough extensionThank you for your continued support through this difficult time. I hope that the furlough extension
through to the end of October gives you some, albeit brief, certainty.through to the end of October gives you some, albeit brief, certainty.

Many thanks,Many thanks,

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer

Noticeboard Bulletin - 20-07-2020Noticeboard Bulletin - 20-07-2020 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 20 July 202020 July 2020

Dear GMB member,Dear GMB member,

I am writing to update you on the GMB's negotiations with Swissport.I am writing to update you on the GMB's negotiations with Swissport.

As you know, the aviation industry is in turmoil, there is huge volatility which is making negotiationsAs you know, the aviation industry is in turmoil, there is huge volatility which is making negotiations
extremely difficult. We want to do all we can to protect jobs and keep skills in the industry for when theextremely difficult. We want to do all we can to protect jobs and keep skills in the industry for when the
upturn does arrive. This is at the forefront of your negotiating teams mind.upturn does arrive. This is at the forefront of your negotiating teams mind.

We met with Swissport yesterday, they outlined the scale of the redundancies they are looking at, butWe met with Swissport yesterday, they outlined the scale of the redundancies they are looking at, but
they also made suggestions concerning measures that might be taken to save jobs and bring thethey also made suggestions concerning measures that might be taken to save jobs and bring the
overall headcount reduction down.overall headcount reduction down.

It is worth noting that Swissport are looking for a number of things, including 'efficiency, productivity andIt is worth noting that Swissport are looking for a number of things, including 'efficiency, productivity and
flexibility'. The GMB will not negotiate and recommend any proposals that we do not believe to be in theflexibility'. The GMB will not negotiate and recommend any proposals that we do not believe to be in the
interests of our members, but we are open to putting forward proposals that we believe would allowinterests of our members, but we are open to putting forward proposals that we believe would allow
Swissport to achieve the things they are looking for whilst protecting jobs and our members’ work lifeSwissport to achieve the things they are looking for whilst protecting jobs and our members’ work life
balance.balance.

The GMB is completely committed to ongoing negotiations with Swissport and we will do so in good faith.The GMB is completely committed to ongoing negotiations with Swissport and we will do so in good faith.
Your negotiating team is meeting shortly to put together our proposal to protect jobs, we will share thisYour negotiating team is meeting shortly to put together our proposal to protect jobs, we will share this
with you once it is finalised.with you once it is finalised.

So whilst the GMB is making this commitment to our members we are now looking to Swissport to makeSo whilst the GMB is making this commitment to our members we are now looking to Swissport to make
a commitment to you; Swissport must now extend the Furlough arrangements for all employees not nowa commitment to you; Swissport must now extend the Furlough arrangements for all employees not now
back at work and extend the consultation period to allow us to meaningfully engage and developback at work and extend the consultation period to allow us to meaningfully engage and develop
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proposals. If Swissport are serious about protecting jobs and building a company fit for the future theyproposals. If Swissport are serious about protecting jobs and building a company fit for the future they
must now commit to this.must now commit to this.

We will continue to update you as things move forward.We will continue to update you as things move forward.

Stay safe.Stay safe.

Nadine Houghton Nadine Houghton 

GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer

Redundancy Risk UpdateRedundancy Risk Update ++

Posted on: Posted on: 7 July 20207 July 2020

I am writing to update you on the current redundancy situation in Swissport.I am writing to update you on the current redundancy situation in Swissport.

As you will know the company have announced that over 50% of its workforce are currently at risk ofAs you will know the company have announced that over 50% of its workforce are currently at risk of
redundancy. Since the announcement the GMB has spoken out in the press, lobbied government,redundancy. Since the announcement the GMB has spoken out in the press, lobbied government,
organised a demonstration outside the Scottish Parliament and in Wales we have helped securedorganised a demonstration outside the Scottish Parliament and in Wales we have helped secured
funding for Swissport from the Welsh government to protect jobs at Cardiff airport. We have, as youfunding for Swissport from the Welsh government to protect jobs at Cardiff airport. We have, as you
would expect, also been in talks with Swissport about what happens next.would expect, also been in talks with Swissport about what happens next.

So, what does happen next? At this stage we still have more questions than we have answers. TheSo, what does happen next? At this stage we still have more questions than we have answers. The
questions we have asked so far include; how much will it cost to furlough staff into August (whenquestions we have asked so far include; how much will it cost to furlough staff into August (when
employers have to pick up NI and Pension costs) What is the timeline for consultation? How much doemployers have to pick up NI and Pension costs) What is the timeline for consultation? How much do
Swissport expect Redundancy payments to cost? What are Swissport basing their modelling on?Swissport expect Redundancy payments to cost? What are Swissport basing their modelling on?

We have had responses to some of our questions but not all, we will continue to seek answers in order toWe have had responses to some of our questions but not all, we will continue to seek answers in order to
be able to consult meaningfully and ensure we have access to all the information we are entitled tobe able to consult meaningfully and ensure we have access to all the information we are entitled to
during a redundancy consultation.during a redundancy consultation.

In addition to all of this, we are entitled to be consulted concerning the selection criteria used forIn addition to all of this, we are entitled to be consulted concerning the selection criteria used for
selecting individuals for redundancy. This negotiation has not started yet and until this happens we doselecting individuals for redundancy. This negotiation has not started yet and until this happens we do
not believe that meaningful local consultation can take place and until local consultation takes place wenot believe that meaningful local consultation can take place and until local consultation takes place we
do not yet believe that there has been enough about the consultation itself that has been meaningful todo not yet believe that there has been enough about the consultation itself that has been meaningful to
warrant the clock starts ticking on the 45 day statutory consultation period.warrant the clock starts ticking on the 45 day statutory consultation period.
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Clearly though we hope and aim to reach a position that mitigates against as many job losses asClearly though we hope and aim to reach a position that mitigates against as many job losses as
possible. We will fight to save every job and that means continuing to lobby government, it means bothpossible. We will fight to save every job and that means continuing to lobby government, it means both
Swissport and GMB members being open minded about options to protect jobs and we of course awaitSwissport and GMB members being open minded about options to protect jobs and we of course await
the results of the Voluntary Redundancy exercise.the results of the Voluntary Redundancy exercise.

As soon as we have more news we will update you and will be organising a FB live event at the earliestAs soon as we have more news we will update you and will be organising a FB live event at the earliest
and most appropriate opportunity.and most appropriate opportunity.

I know these are difficult times but I hope you are all keeping safe and well, GMB will continue to fight forI know these are difficult times but I hope you are all keeping safe and well, GMB will continue to fight for
you.you.

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer

Swissport AnnouncementSwissport Announcement ++

Posted on: Posted on: 25 June 202025 June 2020

Yesterday's announcement from Swissport was devastating.Yesterday's announcement from Swissport was devastating.

I can only begin to imagine how anxious and fearful for the future you must all be feeling right now.I can only begin to imagine how anxious and fearful for the future you must all be feeling right now.

I hope it goes without saying that your GMB representatives will be going above and beyond to save asI hope it goes without saying that your GMB representatives will be going above and beyond to save as
many jobs as possible.many jobs as possible.

We are currently exploring what options may be available through both conversations with governmentWe are currently exploring what options may be available through both conversations with government
and with Swissport. We are still at an early stage in the process so will keep you updated as thingsand with Swissport. We are still at an early stage in the process so will keep you updated as things
progress.progress.

In the meantime though please ensure you contact your MP using the GMB Save Our Airports CampaignIn the meantime though please ensure you contact your MP using the GMB Save Our Airports Campaign
Page: Page: https://www.gmb.org.uk/campaign/email-your-mp-save-our-airports-our-jobskeep-our-https://www.gmb.org.uk/campaign/email-your-mp-save-our-airports-our-jobskeep-our-
regions-flyingregions-flying

You must keep telling MP's what we need to see from Government if we stand a chance of saving jobs,You must keep telling MP's what we need to see from Government if we stand a chance of saving jobs,
regional airports and the aviation industry. Please make sure you share the campaign pagewith yourregional airports and the aviation industry. Please make sure you share the campaign pagewith your
friends and colleagues too.friends and colleagues too.

https://www.gmb.org.uk/campaign/email-your-mp-save-our-airports-our-jobs-keep-our-regions-flying
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We will shortly be organising a FB live Q&A and an Aviation Workers Facebook Rally too. We will keep youWe will shortly be organising a FB live Q&A and an Aviation Workers Facebook Rally too. We will keep you
updated on when these will be happening.updated on when these will be happening.

In solidarity,In solidarity,

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton
GMB national officerGMB national officer

Noticeboard Bulletin - 19-05-2020Noticeboard Bulletin - 19-05-2020 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 19 May 202019 May 2020

Please see below the text of a letter sent to the head of Swissport HR regarding health and safetyPlease see below the text of a letter sent to the head of Swissport HR regarding health and safety
concerns relating to your return to work:concerns relating to your return to work:

''Thank you for your email Pauline,Thank you for your email Pauline,

However it has done very little to alleviate my concerns, in fact it has exacerbated them.However it has done very little to alleviate my concerns, in fact it has exacerbated them.

Apologies that I've had to resort to quoting Health and Safety legislation but under the current circumstances and inApologies that I've had to resort to quoting Health and Safety legislation but under the current circumstances and in
light of the language you have used in your email (weekly reviews and Risk Assessments being 'shared') The GMB'slight of the language you have used in your email (weekly reviews and Risk Assessments being 'shared') The GMB's
view is that this simply does not comply with your obligations under various health and safety legislation.view is that this simply does not comply with your obligations under various health and safety legislation.

You will notice that H&S reps have a right to inspect the workplace; our reps at LPL have been denied this opportunity,You will notice that H&S reps have a right to inspect the workplace; our reps at LPL have been denied this opportunity,
despite government guidance stating that Furloughed reps can carry out collective representation.despite government guidance stating that Furloughed reps can carry out collective representation.

The Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Regulations (SRSCR) 1977The Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Regulations (SRSCR) 1977 apply to employers who recognise a apply to employers who recognise a
trade union and require that they consult with officially appointed safety representatives on matters concerning healthtrade union and require that they consult with officially appointed safety representatives on matters concerning health
and safety for those groups of employees they represent. The function of union appointed safety representatives is to:and safety for those groups of employees they represent. The function of union appointed safety representatives is to:

represent employees generally and when you consult them about specific matters that will affectrepresent employees generally and when you consult them about specific matters that will affect
the health, safety and welfare of the employees;the health, safety and welfare of the employees;

■■

represent employees when Health and Safety Inspectors from HSE or local authorities consultrepresent employees when Health and Safety Inspectors from HSE or local authorities consult
them;them;

■■

investigate accidents, near misses, and other potential hazards and dangerous occurrences in theinvestigate accidents, near misses, and other potential hazards and dangerous occurrences in the
workplace;workplace;

■■
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I am unclear how simply 'sharing' risk assessments and having weekly briefings allow our reps to carry out theI am unclear how simply 'sharing' risk assessments and having weekly briefings allow our reps to carry out the
functions they are legally entitled to carry out in any meaningful sense nor how the actions Swissport are currentlyfunctions they are legally entitled to carry out in any meaningful sense nor how the actions Swissport are currently
taking comply with your requirements as an employer with a recognised trade union.taking comply with your requirements as an employer with a recognised trade union.

Moreover, on a more practical note, why wouldn't you want our reps involved in the risk assessment and workplaceMoreover, on a more practical note, why wouldn't you want our reps involved in the risk assessment and workplace
inspections prior to a return to work; their input and expertise is invaluable and having their input helps you bring yourinspections prior to a return to work; their input and expertise is invaluable and having their input helps you bring your
colleagues back safely and to a more harmonious workplace, to be blunt it's in your interests to work with them.colleagues back safely and to a more harmonious workplace, to be blunt it's in your interests to work with them.

We raised this issue with Grant Shapps yesterday and we know that Jason is appearing in front of the TransportWe raised this issue with Grant Shapps yesterday and we know that Jason is appearing in front of the Transport
Select Committee tomorrow, we will be asking our sponsored MP's to raise this issue directly with Jason.Select Committee tomorrow, we will be asking our sponsored MP's to raise this issue directly with Jason.

I look forward to hearing from you.I look forward to hearing from you.

Many thanks,Many thanks,

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton
GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer ''

Noticeboard Bulletin - 18-05-2020Noticeboard Bulletin - 18-05-2020 ++

Posted on: Posted on: 18 May 202018 May 2020

investigate complaints made by an employee they represent about their health, safety or welfare ininvestigate complaints made by an employee they represent about their health, safety or welfare in
the workplace;the workplace;

■■

present the findings of investigations to you;present the findings of investigations to you;■■

inspect the workplace;inspect the workplace;■■

with at least one other appointed representative, request in writing that you set up a health andwith at least one other appointed representative, request in writing that you set up a health and
safety committee; andsafety committee; and

■■

attend Health and Safety Committee meetings as a representative of your employees.attend Health and Safety Committee meetings as a representative of your employees.■■

Employees or their representatives must be given enough information to allow them to takeEmployees or their representatives must be given enough information to allow them to take
a full and effective part in the consultation and they must have enough time to consider ora full and effective part in the consultation and they must have enough time to consider or
express their views. You must take time to listen and consider their views before you makeexpress their views. You must take time to listen and consider their views before you make
any decision.any decision.

■■
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As we prepare for a gradual return to work in aviation I wanted to write to update you on the steps yourAs we prepare for a gradual return to work in aviation I wanted to write to update you on the steps your
union is taking to make sure that any return is safe for you - our members.union is taking to make sure that any return is safe for you - our members.

We have this morning written to Swissport to remind them of their responsibility to work in partnershipWe have this morning written to Swissport to remind them of their responsibility to work in partnership
with GMB Health and Safety Representatives when planning the reopening of operations. We have askedwith GMB Health and Safety Representatives when planning the reopening of operations. We have asked
them to make sure they are working jointly with local GMB representatives when conducting riskthem to make sure they are working jointly with local GMB representatives when conducting risk
assessments; this is particularly important at a local station level where your union reps will have expertassessments; this is particularly important at a local station level where your union reps will have expert
knowledge of the processes and jobs you do as well as the workplace itself.knowledge of the processes and jobs you do as well as the workplace itself.

The GMB supports a return to work but only if it is safe. The GMB will play a key part in making sure this isThe GMB supports a return to work but only if it is safe. The GMB will play a key part in making sure this is
the case. Aviation workers are key workers and must be able to return to work with confidence.the case. Aviation workers are key workers and must be able to return to work with confidence.

The GMB is meeting with the Secretary of State for Transport, Grant Shapps, today and we will be makingThe GMB is meeting with the Secretary of State for Transport, Grant Shapps, today and we will be making
our key demands clear:our key demands clear:

As always, we will keep you updated on the steps GMB is taking to protect you at work. As we return toAs always, we will keep you updated on the steps GMB is taking to protect you at work. As we return to
the workplace your input and action will be essential in this and we will be asking you to get morethe workplace your input and action will be essential in this and we will be asking you to get more
involved in your union as this progresses.involved in your union as this progresses.

Risk assessments carried out with GMB health and safety reps well in advance of anyRisk assessments carried out with GMB health and safety reps well in advance of any
return to work.return to work.

■■

Adequate PPE provision including for check-in and security staff.Adequate PPE provision including for check-in and security staff.■■

Removal of the need to manually clock in / out (e.g. when using clocking in machines)Removal of the need to manually clock in / out (e.g. when using clocking in machines)■■

No to check-in staff conducting temperature checks unless fully trained, adequate PPE,No to check-in staff conducting temperature checks unless fully trained, adequate PPE,
increase in pay and supported by the science.increase in pay and supported by the science.

■■

Hand sanitisation points throughout airport.Hand sanitisation points throughout airport.■■

Adequate Plexi Screens in place.Adequate Plexi Screens in place.■■

Social Distancing signage.Social Distancing signage.■■

Passengers to wear face masks.Passengers to wear face masks.■■

Possible Anti Gen test and evidence from passenger prior to travel.Possible Anti Gen test and evidence from passenger prior to travel.■■

We support a Covid death in service payment for all key workers but recognise that theWe support a Covid death in service payment for all key workers but recognise that the
best way to spend public funds is preventing the deaths in the first place.best way to spend public funds is preventing the deaths in the first place.

■■
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In Solidarity,In Solidarity,

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton

GMB National OfficerGMB National Officer

Redundancy Consultation PausedRedundancy Consultation Paused ++

Posted on: Posted on: 13 May 202013 May 2020

Following campaigning from the GMB we are delighted to announce that Swissport have (once again)Following campaigning from the GMB we are delighted to announce that Swissport have (once again)
paused the redundancy consultation process that they were due to restart this week.paused the redundancy consultation process that they were due to restart this week.

Swissport had previously indicated to your GMB representatives that they intended to begin consultationSwissport had previously indicated to your GMB representatives that they intended to begin consultation
on redundancies this week.on redundancies this week.

But as many of you will have seen, following pressure from the GMB and other trade unions, theBut as many of you will have seen, following pressure from the GMB and other trade unions, the
Chancellor has now extended the Furlough scheme until the end of October. We await detailed guidanceChancellor has now extended the Furlough scheme until the end of October. We await detailed guidance
on this, but the current reports suggest that staff will be able to work part time from July whilst also beingon this, but the current reports suggest that staff will be able to work part time from July whilst also being
furloughed. We are yet to discuss what this looks like with Swissport.furloughed. We are yet to discuss what this looks like with Swissport.

A gradual, tapered return to work means that the GMB will now need to consider what a 'safe' return toA gradual, tapered return to work means that the GMB will now need to consider what a 'safe' return to
work looks like for aviation workers and we are working with other unions and the DfT on that. We willwork looks like for aviation workers and we are working with other unions and the DfT on that. We will
provide more detailed advice and guidance on this moving forward. We are concerned however thatprovide more detailed advice and guidance on this moving forward. We are concerned however that
Swissport appear to have begun carrying out risk assessments without first consulting and involving GMBSwissport appear to have begun carrying out risk assessments without first consulting and involving GMB
health and safety representatives and we will challenge them on this.health and safety representatives and we will challenge them on this.

We will now also need a bespoke financial package for the aviation industry. We know that flights will notWe will now also need a bespoke financial package for the aviation industry. We know that flights will not
return to pre Covid levels for some time, but when flights do pick up it is essential that the industry doesreturn to pre Covid levels for some time, but when flights do pick up it is essential that the industry does
not lose the skilled, trained workforce it currently has. The GMB is clear; any bespoke packages MUSTnot lose the skilled, trained workforce it currently has. The GMB is clear; any bespoke packages MUST
come with guarantees that protect workers. Taking taxpayer money while cutting terms, conditions andcome with guarantees that protect workers. Taking taxpayer money while cutting terms, conditions and
jobs will not be tolerated.jobs will not be tolerated.

We will continue to keep you updated.We will continue to keep you updated.

Take care and stay safe.Take care and stay safe.

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton
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GMB National Officer.GMB National Officer.

Furlough Virtual Q&A EventsFurlough Virtual Q&A Events ++

Posted on: Posted on: 3 April 20203 April 2020

In these difficult times, your union is ensuring we are still able to answer your questions and give youIn these difficult times, your union is ensuring we are still able to answer your questions and give you
advice. We can't see you face to face as much as we'd like but we have organised two 'virtual' events foradvice. We can't see you face to face as much as we'd like but we have organised two 'virtual' events for
our members.our members.

We want to answer your questions on furlough and any other employment questions you may have soWe want to answer your questions on furlough and any other employment questions you may have so
we've organised the following:we've organised the following:

*Facebook Live Event - 12:30 Tuesday 7th April**Facebook Live Event - 12:30 Tuesday 7th April*
(this will be a short talk on Furlough arrangements with time for a few questions and comments)(this will be a short talk on Furlough arrangements with time for a few questions and comments)

Click for Facebook EventClick for Facebook Event

(Click the 'Get Reminder' button once on Facebook to sign up for an alert when we go live)(Click the 'Get Reminder' button once on Facebook to sign up for an alert when we go live)

*Live Webinar Q&A on furlough and your rights at work - 12:30 Wednesday 8th April**Live Webinar Q&A on furlough and your rights at work - 12:30 Wednesday 8th April*
(this will be a more in depth sessions with much more time for questions and comments)(this will be a more in depth sessions with much more time for questions and comments)

Click to register for webinarClick to register for webinar

We look forward to seeing you!We look forward to seeing you!

Nadine HoughtonNadine Houghton
National Officer, GMBNational Officer, GMB

https://www.facebook.com/gmbmidland/live/
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3299977848577452299

